COUNT THE STEPS CHALLENGE
Each of the scores has a number of steps.
When you reach a score, count the number of steps that
score has and write your answer in the white boxes next to
each description on the map.
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Herring Fishery Score
This score has had many
names, like Nelson,
Spendlove, Penloo’s and
Porter’s Score! The current
name comes from a pub
that stood nearby 150
years ago. At the bottom
you can find Great Britain’s
most easterly church.

The Flint House

Wilde’s Score was once
called Denny’s Score maybe after Amy Denny,
one of Lowestoft’s witches
who lived 300 years ago!
The bottom part of the
score was built over by
Bird’s Eye, so it now joins
Cumberland Place.

The Flint House, found at
the top of Wilde’s Score,
was lived in by the Wilde
family - who the score was
named after. John Wilde
left money in 1738 to start
a school. The building, at
the back of the Flint House
down the score, is now
Lowestoft Heritage Centre!

Martin’s Score
Also once known as
Gowing’s Score. In
Martin’s Score can you
find a small post? Local
legend says this is to
remember a Lowestoft ship
that fought against the
Spanish Armada. In fact,
it probably just marks the
edge of an old garden!
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Maltster’s Score
Maltster’s Score is very
easy to miss - the High
Street entrance is a
narrow tunnel! The bottom
is bordered by “crinkle
crankle” walls. This
meant it was the
best place to catch
smugglers who used the
area when it was thriving.

Rant Score
Rant Score is the only score
in the High Street that was
used by horses and carts
in the olden days, just as
now it is the only one used
by cars and lorries. This is
another score named after
a local family, this time the
Rants.
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Spurgeon’s Score is one
of the only Scores left in
Lowestoft where people
still live. It was probably
named after a local family
- in 1844 a wheelwright
named Jacob Spurgeon
lived in nearby St. Peter’s
Street.
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The Ravine was once
known as Gunton Score as
it divided Lowestoft and
Gunton. The footbridge
that crosses it was built
to mark Queen Victoria’s
Golden Jubilee in 1887.
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The Naval Memorial in Belle
Vue Park is to remember
the 4,000 men of the Royal
Naval Patrol Service lost
during the Second World
War. It was built in 195253 and unveiled by the
Admiral of the Fleet on 7th
October 1953.
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No. 36 High Street is one
of the oldest buildings in
Lowestoft. The front part is
over 450 years old, while
the back part is closer to
550!
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No. 36 - The Oldest
House in Lowestoft!

Named for Lowestoft
Lighthouse at the top of
the hill, Lighthouse Score
is nearly all steps. Once, a
number of cottages stood
near the bottom, but these
were knocked down and
replaced with modern
houses, that are still in use.
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Crown Score was once
named Lion Score - not
because wild lions used to
prowl the Lowestoft Denes,
but rather because of the
Lion Inn that once stood
nearby! It’s modern name
also comes from an inn the nearby Crown Hotel.

Organised by:

Mariner’s Score
This is another score that
once shared a name with
an inn - it was Swan Score
after the Swan Inn. In 1643
Oliver Cromwell stayed at
this inn when he came to
Lowestoft to arrest enemies
during the Civil War. Not a
single shot was fired!

Designed by:

Funded by:

The pair below would have
been a common sight in
old Lowestoft - they are a
fisherman and a fishergirl.
The men could be found
relaxing during shore
leave, while the girls were
busy sorting their catches.

Cart Score
Named because it was
another score used for
getting up and down the
cliff on horse and cart,
today it cannot be walked
and is only for cars. Inside
Belle Vue Park at the top,
you can find the famous
Witches’ Stones!

Write the
total number
of score steps
below.

Answers:
1. Lion 2. July 1988 3. Fifteen 4. Seventy

WESTOFT SCORES
THE LO TRA IL

This is the
arch above
the Mariner’s
Score. Draw
the view you
can see (or
imagine)
through the
arch.

OBSERVATION ACTIVITY

1: Which of these animals did
Crown Score used to be named
after? Write or draw your answer in
the space provided.

Answer:
I’m sure it
was a fish.

OBSERVATION ACTIVITY

OBSERVATION ACTIVITY

Look carefully when you get to Spurgeon’s
Score, Martin’s Score and Maltsters Score to
answer the questions below.

Oooh
I don’t lIke
the look of
that snake

2: When was the Armada
Post at Martin’s Score erected?

4: At Spurgeon Score, look
at the plaque at the top. How
many children once lived here?

Answer:
Answer:
3: How many fish sculptures
are there on the crinkle crankle
wall at Maltsters Score?
Answer:

